A Day in the Life of a Baby
What is the Baby’s Daily Routine? Suggested questions for Assessment
Waking
What time do they wake up? What happens next? Who gets them up? Does the same
thing happen every day?
Feeding
Is the baby breastfed? Are there any difficulties? What time does this happen?
Where does this happen? If bottles are used, are they sterilised? Who does this? How
often does this happen? Where are the sterilised bottles kept? Who bottle feeds the
baby? Is the baby held while feeding? If not, then what happens? E.g. prop feeding, in
their cot etc. How well does the baby feed? Are there any difficulties? Is the baby
‘burped’ during and at the end of feeding? Is eye contact made with the baby? Have
they had repeated episodes of thrush? Does the baby settle well after the feed? What
is happening regarding weaning?
Dressing
Who dresses them? Where are they dressed? Is the nappy changed? Are there clean
clothes? Does the same person dress them/change their nappy every day? Are the
carers gentle when they dress the baby?

Do they interact with the baby during

dressing?
Getting to School (if there are school age children in the house)
What happens to the baby? Do they go as well? If so, how do they get there (e.g. in a
pushchair, car, carried in car-seat)? If they stay at home, who is looking after them?
What is happening at this time? Are feeds being missed or rushed due to the school
run? How are they dressed (taking into account the weather)? Where are they whilst
parents/carers take the older children into school? E.g. are they left in the car?
During the Day
What happens during the day? Who is spending time with them? What do they do with
the baby? What toys and books are available? What happens about sleeping during
the day? What time are they sleeping? Where do they sleep? Do they go out of the
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house? Where do they go? Who goes with them? Does the same thing happen
every day? What happens about feeding? What time does this happen? If bottles are
used, are they sterilised? When does this happen? Who does this? What happens
about nappy changes? Who does this? Is there a good supply of nappies? How often
are nappies changed? If there are pets, where are they? Are they spending long periods
of time sat in front of television or sat in a car seat and/or pushchair for long periods?
If they are beginning to explore their environment, what safety measures are being put
into place, e.g. safety gates, plug socket covers, supervision by an appropriate person?
Socialising (Communication)
The baby will start to enjoy socialising within the first few weeks of life and this will
increase over time with smiling and eye to eye contact. Is the mother/father/carer able
to cue into the baby’s need to communicate initially through fleeting face to face
communication? Does the mother/father/carer support this communication by holding
the baby’s head up if needs be? Is the mother/father/carer aware of the baby’s state
and able to cue into when the baby feels sleepy, hungry or in pain and either doesn’t
want to start an engagement or has had enough of interacting for the time being? The
baby gradually communicates more by moving and changing the shape of their mouth
and tongue.

This socialisation gradually turns onto play and babbling. Does the

mother/father/carer mirror and respond to the baby’s efforts to communicate i.e.
promoting attunement? How does the baby respond to this communication? How does
the baby respond to facial expression when they are being calmed, talked to or played
with? This is the voice of the child which is one of the most important considerations
when carrying out an assessment.
After School (if there is a school age child in the house)
Does the baby go with anyone to meet the other child(ren) at school? What happens
when the other child(ren) are home from school? Do they engage with the baby? Is
there an adult present if this happens? What happens during mealtimes? What about
during the school holidays?
Evenings
What happens about feeding? Who does this? What happens at bath time? Who does
this? How often does the baby have a bath? Where do they have a bath? Does the
same person bath the baby? What do the parents/carers do in the evenings? Does the
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baby spend time with parents/carers in the evening? If so, what happens? What
is on the television when the baby is around?
Bedtime
Do they have a set time to go to bed? Who decides when it is time for bed? Where do
they sleep? Are they changed for bed? What happens before they are put to bed? Do
they have anything in with them e.g. bedtime toy? Does anyone read them a story?
How are they settled? What happens if they do not settle? Is there a baby monitor?
Who else is in the house at night? Is anyone put in charge of them at bedtime? What
position do they sleep in? What is the environment like, e.g. regarding temperature?
Overnight
How often do they wake? What happens when they wake? Who goes to them when
they wake? Does the same person go to them when they wake? Are they fed when
they wake? Is their nappy changed when they wake? If there are pets, where do the
pets sleep? Is the baby left to cry for long periods of time?

